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Index
A
abstract expressionism
vs. reality 590, 592
academic world
how to survive in the 384
academic, typical
characteristics of 379
academics
female 463
keeping out "unqualified strangers" 630
love of difficulty 471
main distinction is knowledge and good manners 630
reluctance to be seen as artists as opposed to discoverers of truth 30
academics’ disdain for ideas presented in improper form 629
accomplishment
religion of 42
Adolphe, Bruce 52, 215
advice to students 460
aesthetic attitude and the non-Objective 15
affirmative action
best argument against 444
age, previous, going to dentist in a 670
aircraft, optimal arrangement of to avoid strafing 635
"Alice in Wonderland" 559
alienation 255
how living in a beautiful city helps to alleviate it 497
alienation among industrial workers 242
"All-England Summarize Proust Competition"
entry for 577
"All you need is love!" 131
Allah
unable to give his people the intelligence and means to forge their own weapons 167
alone
traits of middle-aged men and women who are content to live alone 276
"Always know more than you need to know" 557
amateurs
importance of intellectuals once again becoming amateurs 403
Pascal, Fermat, Hume, Gibbons, Darwin, early Einstein 403
American literature
reasons for hating 552
American philosophers 308
"Americans don’t think, they trivialize" 9
antenna for UHF TV 606
aphorisms 564
aphoristic style iv
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appearance
trying to see everything as 334
approval
artists’ yearning for 552
neurotic’s need for 246
architecture 491
imagining buildings being used for purposes other than those for which they were intended 497
architecture, use of computer in 487, 490
area of U.S. never stood upon by human feet 635
areas and volumes, computation of by "pouring" 642
Arendt, Hannah
on difference between American and French Revolutions 114
on effect of new technology on justification of political revolution 116
on hypocrites 258
on what the poor do when they become wealthy 121
argument
way of ending 463
Aristotle
on living in solitude 276
arms, movement of during walking 643
aroma capsules 605
art
as ceremony 550
definition of 537
posing as knowledge 245, 460
revolution through beauty 599
art forgery
as test of art historian’s knowledge 468
art forms, everyday 537
art, work of
understanding a 548
artificial intelligence
natural language processing 504
artist
why the typical academic is reluctant to be seen as an 30
artist quotes a world 615
artistic struggle 542
artists
their yearning for approval 552
artists’ experience of life in 20th century, vs. scientists’ 343
assembly line
workers’ desire to personalize their work even on an 190
assertions
have "locations" 164
"assertoric force"
of a sentence 286
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assertoric force 32
atheism
Eric Hoffer’s father and 370
Jewish and Christian atheists are different 371
atonal Dixieland 68
atonal music 50
atonal music -- see also under "music"
Auden, W. H.
on academics 630
quote from "Bucolics
II Woods" 498
author
how to tell when you understand a 554
authors
most important advice for 559
their belief that being published is the only validation of their work 560
awards that can never be given 616
axe
grandfather’s 4
B
"Babette’s Feast"
"Give me a chance to do my very best!" 191
Bach, Johann Sebastian
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5, film based on 593
"Back to the human voice!" 529
Bacon, Francis
on paintings seen in daydreams 80
Bakunin
on destruction 362
ballet dancers
and force of gravity 651
balloons, uses to launch rockets 646
barber paradox 615
Barthelme, Frederick and Steven
on hypocrisy of academics pretending to be radicals 309
Basketball rules! 444
bat-and-ball 242
beautiful things
living among 497
Beckett, Samuel 613
bed
being drunk as a form of being in bed with others 251
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, no "almost" versions of 546
behavior
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"We vote with our behavior..." 358
"Being"
as world of self-conscious individual 416
being published 209
authors’ superstition that this is the only validation of their work 560
"Being There"
Chance the Gardner’s theory of U.S. economics 669
Benjamin, Walter
on a book consistently entirely of quotations 334
Berkeley, Calif. 208
Bernstein, William 156
Bible -- see also Gospels
bicycle 602
bicyle wheels, rotation of in wind 645
"big solutions", against 358
biofeedback
to enable a person to experience an object as a thing-in-itself 15
birdcage 602
birds
why do birds’ heads go back and forth when they walk? 654
birds going to sleep (proposed film) 596
birds, urban, where they go to die 638
black ghetto
as economic unit 138
blacks
argument that there is only One Way Out for them (namely, through education and hard work)
445
pointlessness of attempting to determine if IQ of blacks is less than that of whites 382
possible reason for laziness of 162
the only possible argument for their intellectual inferiority 447
walking through white areas with stereos blaring ghetto music vs. whites walking through
black areas with stereos playing Vivaldi 606
blacks, problem of the
only way a white person can think constructively about 443
blindness, recovering from 675
Bloom, Harold
on obsession with homoeroticism in biographies of authors 540
body, human
energy efficiency of 644
body, human, amount of food required daily for 644
Book Store, Thinking Person’s 611
book, non-fiction, major change in form of 657
books 657
number of in the world 209
to be enjoyed by the old 49
"Books are always written by the people who write books" -- part of our problem 346
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bookshelf, design of 492
Boorstin, Daniel J.
on viewing history in terms of centuries 666
boredom
ability to endure boredom necessary to fight tyranny 114
boredom and hunger 644
Borges, Jorge Luis
on criticism 530
on happiness 570
on idealism 428
on importance of reading poetry aloud 529
on the delusion of the I 252
Boulez, Pierre
"Improvisations sur Mallarme" 57
Bowles, Paul, and flies 685
boy in the candy store 640
brain cells, loss of 632
break in an orderly fashion, why things 638
broken things
all that changes is the operating procedure 148
broker
lifestyle 608
Brooks, David
on reason why liberal arts majors are almost always liberals 129
Browne, Sir Thomas 243
brownskins
possible reason for laziness of 162
Bruckner, Anton
definition of music of 602
buildings
old, repairing of 493
Burbank, P. N.
"Diderot
A Critical Biography" 207
"bureaucraft" 189
burglarly, five types of 677
business
ideas that will probably fail 608
business you are in
importance of knowing what 471
"business you are in, knowing what"
importance of 471
businesses
new ones that might make money 608
butterflies, moths
tying to flowers 599
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C
Caen, Herb
on jogging 666
cafeteria server 251
calculator 602
calendar, "loss" of days when changed 621
Calvino, Italo
"If on a winter’s night a traveler" 556
Camus, Albert
on the myth of Sisyphus 190
"can be seen as" 28
capital punishment
history of, as argument for ending the human race 361
car, as a building 602
Carroll, Lewis
"Alice in Wonderland" -- Alice and the door 662
cars
peculiar ways of regarding 673
Carver, Raymond
on believing in oneself 540
carvings of eyes in lonely places 279
cashing in assertions 32
categories of feelings suggested by various successions of musical notes 59
CDs
who is keeping track of all that have been made? 77
ceremony
art as 550
change
toleration of in the West vs. in the Islamic countries 169
children
loving vs. respecting them 235
children and questions 633
children’s play 663
Chomsky, Noam
a question addressed to 133
Christian Science and Marxism, parallels between 118
Christianity
as anachronism 375
as time capsule of feelings 254
Christians
psychological ingenuity of 254
their Appropriation of the Enemy 253
Churchill, Winston
on invention of the tank and obscuring smoke 494
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cigar 677
cities
what beautiful cities do for us 497
cities that always seem to predict national election results 684
classical music
composition of classical music using help of another person and/or the computer 43
claustrophobia in plane 674
cleaning 649
cliches
value of 626
clock, entropy of stopped vs. slow 638
clock, restarting a 645
clothes, washing 680
club soda 602
co-dependent, God’s 373
coffee
cups of, exchanging contents of 648
coffee shop
contemplating change of table in a 658
ideal 658
coffee shops
what do girls talk about in 658
Cohn, Norman
"The Pursuit of the Millenium" 596
cold, common, cure for 678
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor
on retrieving a flower from a dream 81
"College girls, college girls..." 129
Coltrane, John 611
"Comedy lives, tragedy dies" 553
commodity
a poor person must become a valuable 132
the common man 105
common sense
not necessarily a guide to truth 315
composer
a way of determining if you understand a 60
composing
importance of in training of musicians 47
"composing by ear alone" 44
computer
as means of producing works of art 600
as means of putting virtuosity into its proper place 600
as worst thing that ever happened to computer science 456
authors need to keep in mind that the computer is only an advanced typewriter, not a reliable
storage medium 560
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its inability to write prose or fix shoes 456
using it to create and store your life’s work is making a bargain with the Devil 560
value of question, "Could a computer be programmed to do this?" 456
Computer and Software Store, Thinking Person’s 612
computer science
worst thing that ever happened to it was the computer 456
computer science paper 286
computer’s philosophy, how provide 335
conceivable, possible, probable, difference between 614
"concept-weight" 464
consolation of tonality 54
context
shifting of 673
"continuity" among works of art, absence of 546
control panels, wiring of 190
conversation with one’s clone 678
conversation, intellectual 678
cooking
psychology of 251
Coriolis effect 648
counters
where what we say can be cashed in 32
country, smallest 647
Cozarinsky, Edgardo (movie director) 334
CPU Bach 44
crackpot
definition of 629
creaks in houses, causes of 643
creative individual
least qualified to speak about meaninglessness of life 346
creativity
as religion 554
attempt to identify 632
its source in mixing of contexts 687
creativity, aids to 625, 626
credit card receipts 607
crimes
cost-effectiveness of 648
cults
checklist for recognizing 233
culturism vs. racism 160
currency trading
not a matter of random choices 156
Custodians of Correctness 379
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D
d’Antin van Rooten, Luis, "Mots D’Heures
Gousses, Rames" 576
"damnyankee" approach to learning a natural language 503
darkness, falling of 643
Darwin, Charles
on perplexing question of why mankind should have evolved musical talent 41
Daylight Saving Time 621
de Kooning, Willem
on poverty 107
"Deadly Embrace", the
between liberals and blacks 133
death
evolutionary value of 607
debate
importance of in learning to write 205
"deeper reasons" for our suffering
belief in 253
definitions in philosophy 312
"definitive edition"
foolishness of concept of 539
dentistry
as way of judging if you would want to live in a previous age 670
de-Object-ifying Objects
ways of 6
Derrida, Jacques
putting his works in double quotes and imagining them as part of a novel, brings forth what
they really are 32
desert
importance of philosophers going into the 308, 309
Desmond, Paul
on composing vs. improvising in jazz 69
detective, spy stories
reason for their appeal 347
Dewey, John
on democracy and mediocrity 631
dialogue
is proper domain of philosophy 291
makes clear that the abstract thinking is taking place between two human beings, and not in
isolation 308
dialogue, philosophical -- see under "philosophy"
dialogue, philosophical, when required 16
Diamond, Jared
"Collapse" 469
diaries 568
diary of Maine midwife, 1785-1812 468
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dictator, first public posters for a 158
dictionaries, how determine meanings of words before there were 646
Diderot
on importance of philosophical conversation 207
dieters’ maxim 674
differences
searching for where none are presumed to exist 620
where there are differences there is hope 619
difficulty
love of, in certain academics, intellectuals 471
Dillard, Annie
on persons who regained their eyesight 676
dimension, explaining meaning of 620
dinosaurs
need for a "map" showing how they are related in the evolutionary tree, plus when they lived,
and where 668
"the disciplines that do not know their name" 460
discourse
mode of, as explanation of what is wrong with society 320
discussion
see also "dialogue" 16
Dixieland
atonal improvisation 68
improvisation in key different from that of tune being performed 68
doors, anthology of literary passages about 663
doorway, meditation on a 659
doorway, rotated 492
"dopes with exquisite manners" 459
Doyle, Arthur Conan
on mediocrity 631
dream
of copying text into margin of book 81
of large books at dinner table 80
dreams
Hobbes argument that dream world cannot be real 338
drinking
as "getting pillows" 277
drug habit, reason for not starting a 675
drugs 675
drunkenness
as a kind of being in bed with other people 251
drying a washed glass, fastest way of 640
duck
carving a 545
ducks
semi-automatic carving of 600
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dumb-shits
the war of the 111
Dyson, Freeman
"The American Constitution is designed to be operated by crooks" 104
on death, sex, and speciation 607
E
Eames, Charles and Rae
film, "Powers of Ten" 248
earth rumbling on its axis as it rotates 643
earthquake, predicting a 618
East vs. West
philosophical goals of 338
Eban, Abba
on the Palestinians 444
economic theory
what would a "correct" one "look like"? 141
economics
fundamental questions in 139
importance of rules of thumb 140
Einstein, Albert
on those who regard life as meaningless 343
elderly, problem of the 150
Eliot, T. S.
"Preludes", IV 129
use of references to other poems 555
Eliot, T.S.
"The Waste Land" 555
Enclave Theory 160
enemies
importance of making 257
engineers
as rubes of science 455
enjoying doing something 242
entropy of stopped vs. slow clock 638
Erasmus 657
errors, possibility of detecting all possible 646
Euclidean geometry vs. Manhattan geometry 609
Evans, Walker 592
"Even if it’s wrong, it’s right!" 628
"Every assertion has a location" 164
evil
definition of 371
evolution, mathematical models for 618
exception proves the rule 338
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execution by hanging, when first discovered 643
executions, effect of stopped clocks on 681
exercises
for young philosophers 334
existentialism
as modern scholasticism 30
consolation for liberal arts types who could not participate in the mathematical and scientific
excitement of the 19, 20th centuries 30
is there anything in it other than the assertion that man is not an Object? 6
what produced it 30
existentialists
as inventors of an infinitude 289
experience
who owns my 228
"experiment failed", incorrect use of 617
explanations
importance of regardless of whether true 337, 633
explosion 602
Extrapolative Fallacy 55
eyes
carvings of in lonely places 279
on Buddhist towers 279
eyes, epicanthic 673
F
failure
inability to recognize that one is a 542
value of according to Melville 542
fallacies
in plausible reasoning 469
fallacy
ontological 291
fallacy, logical
if you can’t define the dividing line between two things, they are the same 118
falling down as fad 678
familiarity 684
fathers and sons in Silicon Valley 235
feces and urine, quantity produced each day world-wide by humans 647
feelings
"To the feelings themselves!" 237
analyzing 255
categories of that are suggested by successions of musical notes 59
when you burn your fingers vs. when you read a poem 238
feelings compared to sounds 238
feet, where they have stood in U.S. 635
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Fell, John
"A History of Films" 592
female academics 463
feminist "theory" 460
Ferris, Timothy
studying a single example of a phenomenon 638
Feynman, Richard
on names 214
painting of bamboo 73
stirring Jell-O 638
Fibonacci spiral 488
film -- see also "movie"
financially independent
value of asking yourself what you would be doing if you were 232
fire-engine, child’s view of a 14
fireplace
device to prevent smoke from escaping from a 603
fireplace, design of 491
Fitzgerald, F. Scott
on writing 557
Flaubert, Gustave
on inadequacy of human speech 537
flossing of teeth 674
food, minimum amount needed per day by humans 644
foreigners in our own country 161
forgery -- see "art forgery"
free
forced to be 241
free verse 565
freedom
how to maintain 114
freedom to obey 241
Frege, Gottlob
on definitions 312
frogs
kissing as cause of lip cancer 675
"fugue" composed of sequence of numbers 62
furniture design 487
future will envy us because we had to confront meaningless life 358
G
Galison, Peter
"Einstein’s Clocks, Poincare’s Maps" 318
gambling 610
Thinking Man’s Gambling Casino 611
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Gambling Casino, Thinking Person’s 611
gangsters 231
gardening
easy way to cover bare spots in a lawn 145
Gardner, Howard
"Frames of Mind" (1983) 623
types of intelligence 624
Gardner, Martin
"The Annotated Alice" 559
on Coriolis effect 648
genius
and length of writings iv
geniuses without genius 627
genuflection, mean time per 646
geometric nature of technical subjects 464
ghetto
as economic unit 138
ghetto blaster blaster 606
Giacometti, Alberto 276
Gide, Andre, on keeping a diary 568
Ginsberg, Allen
criticism of poetry of 553
girl threshing wheat 14
global capitalism
hypocrisy of protesters who at the same time make abundant use of its products, e.g., TV sets,
CD and video players, etc. 116, 470
God
existence of -- ultimate argument against 369
"God is dead" 299
golden ratio 488
golden section 488
"Good enough is perfect!" 313
good looks
tranfer of to cure ugliness 162
good taste
backing into 680
Gospels
importance of side-by-side presentation of 373
Gospels of the New Testament
why virtually no editions of the Gospels in "side-by-side" format are available 668
Gould, Glenn 50
"Arnold Schoenberg
The Complete Music for Solo Piano" 50
not a good interpreter of Schoenberg 50
Gould, Stephen Jay
"The Mismeasure of Man" 381
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learning problem of his son 381
Gould, Stepthen Jay
on the exception proves the rule 338
grammar
comes last, not first! 502
grandfather’s axe 4, 681
gravity 620
grease under eyes of football and baseball players 643
"Greatest happiness for greatest number" 337
Greek philosophers
futility of trying to read new scientific meanings into their scientific works 35
Greek philosophy
difference between scientific and literary value of 35
Gross, Paul R., Levitt, Norman
"Higher Superstition" 320, 470
"The Higher Superstition" 245, 472
H
Haldane, J. B. S.
"On Being the Right Size" 674
Hampshire, Stuart
review of book on Diderot 207
Hand, Judge Learned
on liberty 105
Handel, George Frederick 49
handles 626
hanging
when first discovered 643
happiness
per Borges 570
hat and cape
professors conceived of as always wearing 402
hate 255
haters
knowledgeable 257
hats thrown into the air at graduation ceremonies 652
have-not philosophies 331
characteristics of 331
have-nots
Beware them! 110
second Iraq war and Bush’s presidency the war of Islamic have-nots vs. Christian fundamentalist have-nots 111
haves vs. have-nots 337
haves vs. havenots 357
Hegel, G. W. F.
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amazing absence in his theory of any criterion for deciding if his theory is correct 297
desirability of his having participated in question-answer sessions 207
know-nothing analysis of nature of mathematics 296
on war 299
unwillingness to participate in philosophical dialogues 292
Heidegger, Martin
amazing absence in his theory of any criterion for deciding if his theory is correct 297
"Being and Time" as a reaction to new relativistic interpretation of time in physics 318
argument against scientific attitude 449
arguments against his philosophy 316
as critic of mathematics and science 320
best way to teach his works 7
criticism of 316
desirability of his having participated in question-answer sessions, and a possible reason why
he didn’t 292
his attempt to throw the blanket of interpretation over the hard corners and edges of the modern
world 7
his probable reaction to the conversation-based philosophical atmosphere of ancient Athens
208
imagined dialogue with on opening sentences of "What Is a Thing?" 292
immaturity of his idea that the truth must always be oriented to man’s interests 7
knowledge of mathematics and science 320
on art in the public domain 248
reason he never provides indexes for his works 7
similarity of his philosophy to Wittgenstein’s 290
standing before a tree in bloom 449
techniques for de-Object-ifying the world 7
that real "scandal of philosophy" is repeated attempts to prove existence of external world 417
the "poetic sea" his works create 319
why we should not respect his ideas 330
"What Is a Thing?" 292
Heisenberg, Werner
burning shoe 685
temperature of an atom 640
Hemingway, Ernest 568
as destructive influence on writers 557
criticism of his style 533
love of war and violence 533
use of "and" 554
hiding things 234
history
importance of reading histories "side-by-side" 668
reflections on 666
the lessons of 672
history and decimal number system 666
"History of Bad Breath" 588
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Index
history, reading as a sign of growing old 666
history, recording all of 670
Hitler
how exactly did he ask to be called the "Fuehrer"? 158
understanding of through repeated humiliations 159
Hobbes, Thomas
on dreams 338
Hoelderlin, Friedrich
poetry of 319
"The Migration" 319
"The Only One" 319
Hoffer, Eric
on importance of what others think of us 235
on intellectuals as schoolmasters 122
on never having enough of what we don’t want 255
on play 663
on the black problem 131
on the love of nature 544
Holt, John
on graduate school 406
on questionable practice of universities both teaching and providing credentials 404
homeless -- see also "poor"
home-repair shows
realistic 148
home-repairs 146
homosexuality
"proof" of in the sixties 234
difficulty of defining it 271
"honest accounting"
regarding the lives of the wealthy 357
hope pushers 218
house
cello part of a 495
House Game, the 577
house, explodable 492
household items
giving or selling to people who will care for them 608
houses
people who live in houses set back from the street, among trees 649
houses as music 495
houses, causes of creaks in 643
How to on how to 242
how to think 624
how-to books 554
Huggett, Monica 63
460
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humanities
"the disciplines that do not know their name" 460
as good manners 471
failure to address the question why professors and students are so sympathetic with losers, oppressed, have-nots 331
getting rid of the "music" 471
importance of trying to fool reviewers of papers 472
inadequate teaching of how to think in undergraduate courses in 624
lack of thinkers in the 461
low reputation of 467
professors do not know what business they are in 471
test of theories in 245
what it means to be brilliant in the 463
why always on the side of the weak? 117
humanities -- see also "liberal arts"
humanities professors
I have never met one I could call smart 459
humanity, test if worth saving 361
humans, all sleeping at once 635
humiliation
as freer from constraints of morality 159
as way of creating monsters 235
Husserl, Edmund 12
hypnagogic art
definition of 80
hypnopompic art
definition of 80
I
"I think, therefore I am" 415, 428
"I’d rather be read than published" 209, 210
"I’m interested if we can get a paper out of it" 203
iambic pentameter
speaking, writing in it to better understand Shakespeare 556
idea
as thing-in-itself 9
importance of essential 470
PhD’s ability to tell what’s wrong with a new idea, not what’s right 630
ideal coffee shop 658
ideas
categorization of philosophical 307
evaluation of in the university 631
predecessors of Nietzsche’s 298
sensitivity to 628
idleness
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my, is worth more than your 12-hour days 197
"If it makes me feel good, it must be true." 285
"If the bar is set too high, go under it." 388
"If things are bad, it must be someone else’s fault." 176
"If we are not succeeding, it’s someone else’s fault"
self-destructive belief of many blacks 433, 445
"If you can think it, it isn’t True." 428
"If you can’t take the contempt, don’t make the attempt’ 543
"If you don’t agree with me, it is because you don’t understand me." 320
"If you give a child a hammer..." 130
ignored or unseen activities
esthetics of 551
immaturity
among philosophers and others in the liberal arts is indicated by belief that ultimately the truth
must be in our favor, and that whatever is not ultimately in our favor cannot be the truth
7
immigration from Third World countries 161
immigration, illegal
inexpensive way to reduce 161
immortality
chances of a writer achieving 209
no need for in happy families 571
improvisation
importance of even for students learning to play classical music 47
"In order to have a race, everyone must agree to run in the same direction." 407
"in the air"
ideas that were in the air at time of great scientific discoveries 627
indexing of philosophers’ works 335
inferiors, working for your 456
inflation 143
"influential particle" 684
information content of a book, how to measure 471
inheritance, how to deal with the problem of not being cheated of a deserved 150
insects
changing nature of with perfume 673
inside vs. outside 496, 662
inspissating one’s prose
techniques for 562
"instant composer’ 43
intellectual life 602
intellectuals
"smart-dumb" 628
and beautiful houses 496
their need for movies 671
intellectuals working outside the university
academic rules for dismissing ideas of 304
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intelligence
"ability" a better term in many contexts 624
ability as a better term for 623
as source of new class conflict 163
difference among humans greater than between higher animals and humans 163
difference between rapid problem-solvers and those who create programs to do same 623
lack of as equivalent to sin 382
reduction of evaluation of to a single number 383
intelligence -- see also "IQ", "smart"
intelligence test
to compare upper, middle, and lower classes 388
intelligent drones
need for 451
interior decorating 146, 487
Internet
as means for intellectuals to share their work, obtain criticism 403
as means of publishing academic papers in process 403
interpretation
all there is in the liberal arts, including philosophy 314
alternative to 316, 321
as source of tyranny 257
beware of philosophies whose method is 320
importance of in the humanities 31
need for it is a sign that the business at hand is art 331
stagnancy arising from "If you don’t agree with me, it is because you don’t understand me."
320
where it must begin 297
interpretation as philosophical method, danger of 320
intervals
between notes in music 58
inventions 603
inventions, study of 493
investments
how to apportion money if risks vary 153
IQ
pointlessness of attempting to determine if IQ of blacks is less than that of whites 382
IQ -- see also "intelligence", "smart"
irrational numbers 602
"is" vs. "should" 338
Islam
disgraced by terrorist acts 167
in the Dark Ages 169
should be compared with Kultur of Weimar Republic 318
Islamic artists’ dilemma 616
Israelis
should paint on the side of their tanks, "You are only killing yourselves!" 168
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Index
"It is not what we say that counts, but the claims we make for it" 31
J
James, Henry
dislike of 552
jazz
argument for pre-composing jazz solos 67
great jazz solos 69
Jews
how they overcame their oppression 175
importance of imitating to increase intelligence 386
job...work 192
jobs that no one wants to do 652
jogging
lecture on 664
reason for 666
Johnon, Paul
on the "civilization"/"culture" split in the Weimar Republic in 1920s Germany 317
Johnson, Paul
on the German-romantic Volk movement 317
Johnson, Samuel
on value to an artist of being criticized 542
joke
ability to tell a 552
joke about little boy in candy shop 640
journal therapy 568
journals 568
K
Kafka, Franz
"Josephine the Singer, or the Mouse Folk" 551
"The Metamorphosis" 653
Kaku, Michio
wave function of our universe 639
Kant and non-Euclidean geometry 619
Kant, Immanuel
that failure to prove existence of external world is a "scandal of philosophy" 417
Keats, John
unheard melodies 74
Kepler, Johannes
intuitions of universal gravitation 627
key
musical notes needed to establish a 58
Klesmer music 602
"Know thyself not!" 258
"knowing what business you are in"
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importance of 471
knowing what business you are in
importance of 471
"Knowledge is not where it’s at." 630
Koestler, Arthur
on Kepler’s intuitions about universal gravitation 627
on psychological obstacles to making discoveries 630
de Kooning, Willem
on poverty 107
Kunstler, James Howard
on importance of beauty 599
on importance of middle class and wealthy returning to the cities 135
on importance of trees along streets 146
on the anti-social buildings designed by heroic geniuses 485
on the smiley face symbol 345
L
laing, j. d. 106
lang, k. d.
on being oppressed 257
language
"damnyankee" approach to learning a natural language 503
Las Vegas
circumstances under which they ring a bell 542
Lautremont, on where poetry is 564
lawn
easy way to cover bare spots 145
Lawrence, T. E.
as describer of war 533
laws, unnecessary 681
laziness
possible reason for in black- and brownskins 162
learning 656
left, political
a way of characterizing the thinking of 131
letters to the future 672
letting go
importance of the idea, for philosophers and others in the humanities, of letting go of the idea
that somehow all truths ultimately are subjective, class-based 7
Lewis, Thomas
on uncertainty, despair 451
liberal arts
appalling lack of ability in liberal arts students to think clearly 624
as good manners 471
danger of allowing students to believe there is "no difference" between primitive peoples’ my-
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thologies and modern science 466
getting rid of the "music" 471
how to succeed in 384
if you can read, you can give yourself a liberal arts education 392
inadequate teaching of how to think in undergraduate courses in 624
professors do not know what business they are in 471
science course that should be given to all liberal arts students 465
since the world doesn’t care about these subjects, students and professors always take the side
of the have-nots of the world 128
students and professors are have-nots relative to those in the sciences 117
liberal arts -- see also "humanities"
liberal arts "logic" 314
liberal arts professors
hatred of their second-class status compared with science 470
I have never met one I could call smart 459
liberals
their exploitation of the poor 131
vanity of, who believe they can solve the problem of black education 446
life of the mind 380
lifestyle broker 608
light, experiences with 674
Lilienthal, Otto, epitaph of 229
lists
psychological effects of 247
literary sensibility
inadequate for thinking about political, economic, questions 119
literature
as mathematicians might write about it 610
life devoted to it as a kind of slavery 553
trying to make a Perfect Life by being a perfect writer 553
"Literature is experience" 528
literature, American
reasons for hating 552
logic
in the liberal arts 314
logical fallacy
if you can’t define the dividing line between two things, they are the same. 118
logical positivists
should have said "cannot contribute to knowledge" instead of "meaningless" 294
logical positivists and "meaningless"
intelligence
defined as ability 623
logs
fireplace, possible advantages of metal ones 651
"Lolita" (novel) 563
loneliness 274
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look-up-ability 467
loser
writing about being a loser almost guarantees success in today’s world of poetry 565
loser philosophies 331
characteristics of 331
losers
belief that faith alone is sufficient to make them winners 173
"Love what you hate" 256
lower class
speech habits of the 583
lying as intellectual exercise 633
M
machine for comparing feelings 237
MacLeish, Archibald
"The End of the World" 343
Mailer, Norman
as successful author 563
making mountains out of molehills
PhD theses as 403
man as machine 18
"Man is a useless passion." 333
Manhattan geometry vs. Euclidean geometry 609
Mann, Thomas
homoeroticism 540
on the artist’s life 541
manners, good
academic writing style as a demonstration of 463, 467
manual labor
playing a musical instrument as an example of 46
manufactured objects, total number of 636
"Marin classical" 49
marquee letters too far apart 662
martial arts disciplines
catering to the illusion that one can be complete master of one’s fate 112
Marx, Groucho 657
Marx, Karl
amazing absence in his theory of any criterion for deciding if his theory is correct 297
know-nothing analysis of the nature of mathematics 296
on professionals 200
Marxism
and self-consciousness 416
"Marxism is the best thing that ever happened to capitalism" 120
Marxists
why are almost all Marxists in the humanities, virtually none are in the hard sciences or engi-
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neering or mathematics? 117
why they become angry when you ask why they don’t subject their theories to scientific test
117
mask, effect upon features of wearing a 673
masses 158
masterpiece, literary
how many words would have to be changed before it stopped being a masterpiece? 575
materials
love of the 543
math student
rejection of by graduate school 383
mathematicians
how they should respond to someone presenting them with a new idea 630
mathematics
and music 62
as English scholars might do it 610
competitions between classes to stimulate effort 609
how a mathematician should reply to someone presenting him with a new idea 630
how to succeed in 384
progress in 617
mathematics and the real world 338
"Mathematics is music for the mind..." 61
maturity
intellectual 7
maxims 564
McDonald’s
should continue to sell junk food, but also sell diet plans 9
McLuhan, Marshall
as poet who thought he was a thinker 19
meaning
of metaphysical terms 23
meaninglessness of life
creative individual is least qualified to speak about 346
media
diminishing their power by constantly showing audience how images and sounds are created
592
melody
definition of 602
Melville, Herman
on value of failure 542
Melville, Herman, on the criticism that a work is not original 630
mental health
smell of horse manure and wood smoke as source of 233
Merrill, James 568
metal fireplace logs
possible advantages of 651
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metaphor elevated to fact 462
metaphysical statements
in a novel 32
test for understanding of 32
metaphysical terms
why isn’t their meaning also determined by their use? 23
metaphysics
music is what metaphysics always tries to be 41
microcultures 162
Miller, Jonathan
on losing ownership of one’s body in a hospital 449
minds
proving the existence of other minds 416
minimalism
in film 592
minor literary figures
academy’s Party Line concerning 202
minor poets
academy’s Party Line concerning 202
mirrors
absence of living mirrors a cause of modern man’s sense of alienation 255
use in military combat 642
mirrors, use of in communication 642
misfits
question about 652
mistakes
misplaced fear of in music 46
"modeling from the object" 545
modern world, destroy the 356
Modernism 495
money
how to manage your 156
trying to decide among different investments 153
withdrawing from accounts with two different interest rates 153
Montaigne, Michel de
his style now not tolerated in student writing iii
on chance accomplishing what deliberate effort could not 613
on contradictions in medicine 569
Monte Python’s Flying Circus
Piranha brothers 681
Monty Python’s Flying Circus
blocks of flats that remain standing as long as tenants believe they will remain standing 155
on culture 455
signs for pauses in talking 661
Morris, Mark
project for 77
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mortars
range-finders for 636
Mother Goose rhymes in English made out of sounds of French words 576
moths, butterflies
tying to flowers 599
motorcyclist in traffic 537
"Mots D’Heures
Gousses, Rames" 576
movie
how to decide which one to see 679
movies
why do even the best ones become dated? 553
Murphy’s Law 344
music
and mathematics 62
and metaphysics 41
argument against practicing 46
as a "sound" 238
as houses 495
as product of evolution 41
atonal 50, 56
attempting to understand it 52
created in a time when it was realized that all the old values were dead 53
how many notes does it take to establish an atonal "tune"? 58
try to regard it as the music of people for whom God does not exist, and who have suffered
from flu throughout their lives 58
whistling an atonal "tune" 58
baroque 41
categories of feelings suggested by various successions of musical notes 59
"composing by ear alone" 44
for things we hate 59
intervals between notes 58
misplaced fear of making mistakes in 46
perfect pitch 45
place of theory in 53
projects 77
"reverse engineering" a modern tone sequence 59
"rules" and "laws" in 53
separating out the "music" in a humanities work 471
separating out the "music" in a philosophical work 37
symphony orchestra as production line 47
to be enjoyed by the old 49
music appreciation
atonal, classical music 50
"Music is mathematics for the soul..." 61
music, atonal
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how do the intervals between successive notes compare with the corresponding intervals for
tonal music? 59
musicology
sources of well-known melodies 77
N
Naipaul, V. S.
on hypocrisy of hippies, others who visit centers of revolution in Third World 127
naked, effect of on manner of walking 673
name
what you know when you know the name of something 214
nap 602
natural language processing 504
Nature
learning to love 251
why I hate 544
Nature Conservancy, The 356
nature poet 359
nature writers
dislike of 544
Nazism
a political philosophy designed for the working class 158
neighborhood 602
neurosis
as a family religion 226
as religion 226
neurosis and superstition 246
"Never let your job interfere with your work" 558
"Never let your schooling interfere with your education" 558
New Age psychologists 285
Newton, Isaac
earlier versions of his remark about standing on the shoulders of giants 627
Nietzsche, Friedrich
admired by Freud 226
and the will 229
as carrying on different type of business from academic philosopher 305
criticism of ideas of 300
did not present "arguments" 300
imagine typical company CEO being a student of 300
on absolutes 371
on Christianity as anachronism 375
on curse of American busy-ness 191
on importance of suicide for the old 282
on importance of teaching rigorous thinking in school 459
on importance of what others think of us 235
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on man’s need for a purpose 216
on our evil being our best 298
on philosophizing with a hammer 307
on rewriting his ideas in modern academic style 301
on the aphoristic style iv
on the familiarity of one’s superior 257
on the heroic 229
on value of aphorisms and maxims 564
on will to a system 298
on withdrawing into the desert 309
on work and boredom 190
why Freud didn’t study him 226
Zarathustra on dying at the right time 282
nitrous oxide as a philosophy 335
Nobel Prize 406, 449
Nobel Prize for Literature
how to win it 556
nomatic, warrior culture 173
non-Euclidean geometry and Kant 619
non-Object-ive
and aesthetic attitude 15
"Nostalgia for the Avant-Garde" 588
novel, the 563
number system invented by Borges character, Fumes 608
Nursery
Thinking Person’s 612
O
Object
Americans’ ability to turn anything into a 8
and ideas 9
concept, source of 16
history of the 16
not the only way to experience things 8
object
ways of sending through space and time 681
"objective"
meaning of in liberal arts world 13
objective writing style
reason for in the humanities 463
rules are like the rules for drawing or painting in perspective 39
Objects
"there is nothing between them" 319
objects, manufactured, total number of 636
obscurity
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purpose of in writings of thinkers in the humanities 31, 36
oil as treatment of certain plant diseases 653
oil, opposite of 605
old
rules for getting along with the young 365
old people
music, books to be enjoyed by 49
One Way Out 445
"The only thing wrong with the poor is lack of money." 131
ontological fallacy 291
ontology
definition of, as term is used in this book 5
oppressed
pleasure of being 257
orchestra
definition of 602
original
our business is not to be original, it is to find out what is true 632
originality
place of in philosophy 307
originality -- see also "ideas"
originality in a literary work 545
originality, lack of
as criticism 630
outside vs. inside 496
"owning one’s own experience" 449
"owning one’s own mind and body" 449
P
Palestinians
their fear of a peace treaty with Israel 177
palindromes 609
"Papillon" (film) 255
paradox, Zeno’s 615
paradoxes, use of "mirror universes" to resolve 621
parallel universes and time travel 622
parents 234
part
cleaning, fixing one part seems to fix another part 649
"part of me" 255
part-time work
as best support for creative individuals 632
Passmore, John, "A Hundred Years of Philosophy" 330
peasantry
as source of dictators 158
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pedantry of scholars 470
Peirce, C. S. 330
Peirce, Charles S. 308
"People of the Book" 161
percent, teaching concept of 609
"Perfect Person" 244
perspective
difficulty of seeing a perspective drawing or painting as not having depth 39
in fantastic paintings as analogy to philosophy’s subject matter being the world 39
pets 675
PhD
"always able to tell what’s wrong with a new idea, but not what’s right" 630
"always able to tell you what’s wrong with a new idea, but never able to tell you what’s right
with it" 630
as indoctrination into orthodoxy 630
PhD thesis
as "the influence of someone on something" 467
main labor is finding the words that will please 407
making a mountain out of a molehill 403
PhDs
as government leaders 123
philosopher
how to tell when you understand a 297
inflating a balloon 306
need for philosophers to criticize the philosophers they most admire 300
philosophers
American 308
blundering incomprehension of the nature of mathematics 295
challenge to them to participate in dialogues about their work 293
one of their techniques for appearing original 632
philosophical dialogue
importance of 306
philosophical dialogue -- see under "philosophy"
philosophical dialogue, when required 16
philosophies
295
philosophy
beginning of understanding of a difficult philosopher is via list of all usages of each of his technical terms 297
importance of conversation in 305
importance of reading what a philosopher says on subjects he knows nothing about 295
importance of studying it as literature, i.e., without concern for its truth 315, 341
in spoken dialogue, concepts are "handled by many hands (minds)", they become "round",
which no literary artist wants 293
interpretation is all there is 314
nitrous oxide as a 335
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place of originality in 307
proper domain of philosophy is the dialogue 291
questions that should be asked of a 288
smell as a metaphor for how philosophies differ 335
things that the future philosopher needs to learn about nature of philosophy 308
untrustworthiness of philosophical arguments 315
ways of answering the question, "What is philosophy?" 307
writing of 310
philosophy, new
as different set of weightings of a set of parameters 307
philosphical system
professor who believed in importance of having a 298
phones, strange system for ringing 607
photography
"steals one soul" 591
Walker Evans 592
photography without a camera 593
place, sense of induced by suffering 236
plagiarism
as source of work of art 334
in Eliot’s poetry 555
of style 554
planes
with guns mounted in the tail 636
Plath, Sylvia
her report of work on "The Bell Jar" 559
Plato
"Republic" 48
sign above the door of his Academy 286
plausibility
not necessarily a guide to truth 315
plausible reasoning
fallacies in 469
play 663
play, children’s 663
pleasing everyone, possibility of 680
"poetic ocean", the 319
"poetic sea" of Heidegger and some poets 319
poetry 564
a sign of good poetry 567
academic, definition of 602
importance of hearing the various kinds of metrical feet, not merely learning them intellectually
531
importance of reading it aloud, and hearing it read alous 529
learning to recite a poem movingly is far more important than typical literary analysis 530
writing about being a loser almost essential nowadays 565
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"Poetry Counter"
cashing things in at the 13
political candidates
a way to rapidly differentiate 135
political theory
general form of any 120
Pollini, Maurizio 50
Pons and Fleischmann
how they should have publicized cold fusion 623
poor
exploitation of by wealthy liberals 131
intelligent vs. unintelligent 147
what they do when they become wealthy 121
pope
infallibility of 299
Popper, Karl
intolerance of criticism 208
on science and problems 451
possible, probable, conceivable, difference between 614
poverty 107, 115
poverty among artists 541
"Poverty is extra people." 109
power generator using hot air 603
practicing a musical instrument
argument against 46
"pre-destroyed houses" 492
predicting an earthquake 618
prisons 602
probability as false security 614
probability space, ways of "wrinkling" a 619
probability, ignorance of average person of laws of 610
probability, low, relation to context 638
probable, possible, conceivable, difference between 614
problem solving 610
problems
classes of 467
problems vs. solutions 238
products
owning as a source of companionship 277
professionalism 674
professionalization of life 9
professionalization of the life of the mind 402
professionals 9
against 631
professors
their hats and capes 402
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Progoff, Ira, "At a Journal Workshop" 568
proof
philosophical 314
proof of existence of external world
for whom is the proof intended? 418
proof of the rule by exception 338
prose
techniques for inspissating 562
Proust, Marcel
character who is not cheerful 343
Dr. Cottard’s behavior in the face of uncertainty 386
entry for "All-England Summarize Proust Competition" 577
on a woman’s reaction to a too-devoted lover 270
on an author yawning while writing a great masterpiece 541
on art 537
on contradictions in medicine 568
on illness 236
on impression of altitude 248
on increasing value of record of frivolous life with passage of time 671
on objects appearing as they are when we do not desire them 13
on persistently trying all doors 261
on source of true books 557
psychic experience 649
psychology
our business is to find out what works 230
probabilistic statements in 238
published
often unnecessary to be published 203
on being 209
publisher
difficulty of an unknown author finding a 203
publishers
as menace to authors 560
purpose of life 355, 358
Q
quantum physics 617
questions
interesting 635
misplaced in time or space 340
that can never be answered "No", "Yes" 616
questions that should be asked of a philosophy 288
questions, attitude of thinkers vs. non-thinkers toward 633
questions, interesting 635
quotation marks
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effect of putting them around a philosophical text 32
effect of surrounding philosophical writing with double quotes and placing it in a novel 31
quoting a world 615
R
racism vs. culturism 160
random events, uniqueness of 613
random number generator, poor man’s 613
random sequence, test of 610
rational argument
importance of humanities professors knowing what it is 462
meaning of 462
readers
an author should be as discriminating in his choice of readers as he is in his choice of writers
211
Reason
uses of 236
reasoning
plausible, fallacies in 469
recordings
keeping track of all that have been made 77
recycling 608
religion
as time capsule 226
value of 252
religion of accomplishment 42
Remarque, Erich Maria
as describer of war 533
remembering things 638
remembering what it was like not to know something you now know 656
repetitive work 14
researchers, guideline for 634
restaurants
as sources of companionship 277
restaurants, food, furniture
relationship between 251
"reverse engineering" a modern tone sequence back to its corresponding traditional melody 59
rhythms and number theory 609
rich people
what do they talk about in their houses 495
Roberts, J. M.
"The Penguin History of the World" 299
robots
why not have them duplicate the behavior of blind, rather than seeing, persons? 651
robots, hiring humans to act as 644
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rock band, possible name for a 76
room temperature
power of 619
roses
how to prune 679
why do they have thorns? 651
rotation in the universe 646
Rousseau, Jean-Jacques
absurdity of some of his ideas once the literature and "music" are subtracted 37
runner film 593
running
lecture on 664
Russell, Bertrand
on C. S. Peirce as greatest American thinker 308
on importance, to him, of hatred 256
Rustic Style 8
S
"S.f."
meaning of vi
Sagan, Carl
on gods in various cultures 371
de St. Exupery, Antoine
on the amount of space occupied by all human beings on earth standing next to each other 635
samizdat 209
Sartre, Jean-Paul
"Being and Nothingness" 30
failure to distinguish between literary approach to politics, economics, and rational approach
119
"Man is a useless passion." 333
on nature of biography 572
"Man is a useless passion." 333
sauce, cool 602
Schnabel, Julian 8
scholar, education of, reason for being contemptuous of 669
scholarly writing style
rules are like the rules for drawing or painting in perspective 39
scholars’ transvaluation of values 380
school vs. important things in life 385
schooling...education 192
Schopenhauer, Arthur
know-nothing analysis of nature of mathematics 295
on music 41
on the guilt of lovers who seek to perpetuate life 361
on thinking for one’s own instruction 309
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reading books on company time 195
Schroedinger, Erwin
"What Is Life?" 633
as philosopher 330
his cat 617
on boredom 451
on experiments with single electrons or atoms 639
on physics as a shadowgraph 450
on suffering 311
Schroedinger’s CAT 617
science
progress in 617
teaching of via questions re ice melting in a glass of water 465
science fiction 569
"Science" in name of a subject a good indication that subject is not scientific 465
science, how to proceed in 617
scientific
the less scientific a subject, the more likely it contains "science" in its name 465
"Scientific Counter"
cashing things in at the 13
scientific discipline
importance of syntax is inversely proportional to its degree of being scientific 464
scientific study of single-example phenomena 638
scientific works of Greek philosophers
futility of trying to read new scientific meaning into them 35
"Scientists do not live in a scientific world" 451
scientists’ experience of life in 20th century, vs. artists’ 343
sculptor
sculpting the doing of a boring task 347
seahorses 673
Searle, John
Chinese Room argument 339
naivete regarding Continental thought 340
the genetic fallacy 300
Segway Personal Transporter 456
self
getting rid of the 424
self-conscious
problems arising if yours was the same as someone else’s 684
what does it to mean to be skilled at being 424
self-consciousness
its importance may be philosophy’s best-kept secret 416
selflessness
attempting to achieve 424
self-revelation as means of detecting snooping 252, 610
self-teaching
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arrogance of others presuming to tell us how to learn a subject 394
shaping an understanding 394
semantics vs. syntax
in technical subjects vs. in literature 555
Serenity Prayer of Alcoholics Anonymous 218
serial killer
becoming a, as a way of achieving immortality 546
set theory, discovery of by mathemeticians rather than biologists 642
sex
evolutionary value of 607
sexual health 270
Shakespeare
how to teach 556
Shakespeare industry 538
shame and guilt 236
Shaw, George Bernard
on privacy in America 270
shift, as aid to creativity 625
ship, length of vs. trip 685
shoe, burning 685
"should" vs. "is" 338
shower, impossibility of adjusting to proper temperature 682
signs 659, 662
ambiguous 660
Compulsive Sign Parsing 660
turning off when not being looked at 662
signs, self-referential 660
silence vs. sound, piping in of 685
silencers for army weapons 636
singles’ organizations 278
Sisyphus, Myth of
did the gods observe him carrying out his punishment? 347
size of animals, limits on 674
size of man-made objects 637
slave
the literary man as 553
slavery
most compelling argument against 116
sleeping humans 635
smart
how to be 384
"smart-dumb" intellectuals 628
smell
sense of smell and new ideas 629
smell boxes 605
smells 652
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numerical codes for 605
"smoke compactor" 492
smoothing things by making them smaller 683
Sneaking, Art of 636
societies, ways to compare 159
sociology
how to write 464
legitimate questions in 464
representing the substance of a sociology work 471
socks, where they go in laundromats 645
Socrates’ ugliness 645
soil
pre-seeded 605
soil, water soaking into 682
solitary
attempting to be 233
solitary -- see also "alone"
solutions, "big", against 358
"Some lives are lived only to be written about" 570
Sophocles on suicide 281
sound of two air molecules striking each other 640
sound vs. silence, piping in of 685
"sound", music as a 238
sounds, interesting 663
soup
unbutton the 251
spacelessness 622
spaghetti ice cream 605
speech
nervous person giving a 683
overcoming blushing when giving a 239
speed in modern times 674
speed, measuring by moving-object-lengths per second 674
speed-reading 559
sperm, gallons of ejaculated each day world-wide 647
spies 652
spy, detective stories
reason for their appeal 347
"Stay alive out of spite!" 283
Stevens, Wallace
on nature of reality 3
Stoll, Clifford
on astronomers keeping a log 570
Strand, Mark
"Error" 566
strategy
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many-against-one 635
Stravinsky, Igor
on musical theory 53
on style 555
Structural Fallacy 55
Student’s Prayer 139
students, advice to 460
style
Igor Stravinsky on 555
what a clear writing style says 562
what an obscure writing style says 562
style, literary
of different authors 532, 554
shopping for existing one to write a story in 554
substance
in the humanities 471
suffering
belief in deeper reasons for our 253
for a purpose 260
meaning of to Americans 550
two sources of 236
willing your own 231
your own, deliberately willing it 243
suicide 280
suicides, compassion for 355
surface tension 602
swearing 675
sweater, what one would look like after drifting in space 635
swing, possibility of swinging over top of a 644
syntax
less important in a scientific discipline 464
relative importance of in technical vs. artistic disciplines 16
syntax vs. semantics
in technical subjects vs. in literature 555
system
Nietzsche on will to a 298
woman professor who believed in importance of having a philosophical 298
T
table levelers 603
"Take it away, then charge like hell to give it back!" 9
talkers
endless 584
talking to one’s clone 678
talking waters 606
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technical prose functioning as literature 286
technical subjects
geometric nature of 464
techno-con 671
technological society 602
technology
showing how media images and sounds are created in order to diminish their power 592
technology-conservative 671
telephone
and bad breath 607
temperature of an atom 640
tensile strength of snow, mustard 640
tenure
bad effects of 402
tenured few 467
Terman, Lewis M.
and "correct" answer to IQ test question 382
terrorists
secretly hoping that we will finish them off 176
use of the enemy’s weapons to defeat him 167
test of theories in the humanities 245
thanks, importance of giving 356
thing-in-itself
classroom assignment to see object as a 15
use of biofeedback to see object as a 15
viewing idea as a 9
things normally viewed from one viewpoint, viewed from another (see also under "shift") 673
think
how to 624
thinkers, guideline for 634
thinking
the thought which is impossible to think 81
Thinking Man’s Book Store 611
Thinking Person’s Computer and Software Store 612
Thinking Person’s Gambling Casino 611
Thinking Person’s Nursery 612
Thinking Person’s Wine Shop 612
thinking, original, judging an intellectual’s potential for 629
Third World
its basic attitude summarized 112
the only possible proof of its inferiority to the West 112
"This is for your own good" 256
Thomas, Lewis
on peripheral vision 80
Thompson, D’Arcy
"On Growth and Form" 32
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Thoreau, Henry David
on living a hard life 362
time 620
way to measure how fast it is passing 621
time capsule of feelings 254
"Time flies like an arrow" 660
time travel and parallel universes 622
timelessness
experience of 621
tires "remembering" former position 643
To an engineer, music is simply a means for enjoying stereo 455
"To exist is to exist in print" 203
"To the objects themselves!" 12
"to the things themselves!" 12
toast 602
Toffler, Alvin
symphony orchestra as model of production line 47
toilet pad to muffle sounds of urinating 605
tolerated, living in an age in which everything is 684
Tomlin, Lily 657
tonality
the consolation of 54
torture
accompanied by music of Bach 673
towns that seem always to predict national election results 684
tractor tread
imagined process of inventing 493
tragic, Americans’ refusal to acknowledge that life is tragic 345
"trainables"
need for 451
trees
dripping 645
how well-engineered are 645
importance of planting along sidewalks 146
problem of planting to avoid spread of tree disease 635
trivialization
as American way of thinking 9
truth
nature of truth in the humanities, including philosophy 286
question for professors who believe in other than the correspondence theory of truth
do you grade your students’ papers and exams? 287
theories of, in the humanities 286
Western idea of 167
tsk-tsk, spelling of 640
Turing, Alan
his homosexuality as part of reason for his fame 540
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TV
advantages of as destroyer of conversationn 670
TV antenna for UHF 606
Twitchell, James B.
article on the university as a business 379
typography
19th century, how it was regarded then 671
tyranny 173
how to fight 114
tyrants
what creates 374
U
UFOs 681
ugliness
transfer of good looks to cure 162
UHF TV antenna 606
understand a philosopher, how to tell when you 297
understand an author, how to tell when you 554
universe, rotation in the 646
university
as a business 379
each dept. should continually post employment and salary statistics of graduates in that subject
150
weight of buildings in the 308
unlearning 656
The Unshopper 608
Updike, John
as successful author 563
writing like 533
upper class
intelligence test for 388
V
vagrants
in Union Square, San Francisco 462
"The (economic) value of something is what people are willing to pay for it." 155
victims
and need for restitution 106
Vidal, Gore
a question addressed to 133
violins hung in silent room 685
"virtue"
meaning of 336
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virtue
why was it important to the ancient Greeks? 336
virtuosity
and machines 548
use of computer to put it into its proper place 600
Vivaldi, Antonio
praise for 42
volumes and areas, computation of by "pouring" 642
vote
"We vote with our behavior..." 358
voting 136
W
waiter at San Francisco restaurant 250
walking
peculiarity of 595
walking and movement of arms 643
war from the point of bullets (proposed film) 596
warrior culture 173
watch, argument against buying a 623
watch, bending wrist to look at 644
water soaking into ground 682
water, running, why doesn’t it freeze? 638
water-spout 249
"We vote with our behavior for the kind of world we want to live in" 358
Webern, Anton
breakthrough in understanding the music of 56
weight watchers’s maxim 674
weighting isms as way of presenting new philosophy 335
Wells, David
on golden section 488
West vs. East
philosophical goals of 338
Western culture
hatred of by many of those in the West 174
Western knowledge
terrorists acquiring of 167
"What do you mean, ’What am I feeling?’" 265
"What does it mean to be brilliant in the humanities?" 463
"What is the nature of...?" asked in isolation and in company of others 337
"What is there a lot of here?" 115
what others think of us, importance of 235
"What" vs. "How" 205
what works
importance of finding out, in psychological matters 230
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Index
"Whom am I?"
meaning of 347
"Who owns my experience?" 228
"Why is there something rather than nothing at all?" 321
will
strengthening of the 231
Will, the
importance, for psychological health, of exercising the Will 228
Williams, William Carlos
most of his poetry merely stacked prose 565
willing the suffering you are experiencing 243
Wilson, Edmund
criticism of Henry James 552
wind and persistence of smells in 645
Wine Shop, Thinking Person’s 612
wine tasting
use of free association in 52
wishful thinkers 285
withdrawing money from two accounts with different interest rates 153
Wittgenstein, Ludwig
as con man 326
definition of "game" 313
his homosexuality as part of reason for his fame 540
his homosexuality part of the reason for his fame 329
idea of data types 291
on definitions 312
similarity of his philosophy to Heidegger’s 290
suppose his ideas were presented as Broadway musical 336
Wolf, Fred Alan
parallel universes and time travel 622
Wolfe, Tom
as successful author 563
on humiliation 309
on the artists of the 1960s yearning for the approval of "the culturati" 552
womanhood
three maxims of 673
women
who die in beautiful houses 495
Woolf, Virginia
"To the Lighthouse" 467
words
as obstacles to clear thinking 466
work done in holding a refrigerator over our heads 641
work, need to 457
working class
as sort of dictators 158
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worlds
all books are 338
"The worst thing that ever happened to computer science was the computer." 456
wrist, bending of to look at wrist watch 644
write
how to 559
"Write as you speak" 206, 532
writer
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